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Nina Ruiz,  

Road Work Ahead has prepared a traffic control plan for the Colorado Kids Ranch based upon 
conformance with the MUTCP guidelines, MASH report, best practices, and our numerous years of 
experience. This traffic control plan includes the placement of a total of 14 signs on the event 
property as well as the surrounding roadway network. These signs have been placed in strategic 
locations, and in conformance with the MUTCP guidelines, to provide adequate notice to event 
attendees as well as the traveling public to ensure safe and efficient travel on the County roadways.  

El Paso County made a request that flaggers be present in addition to signage. It is the professional 
recommendation of Road Work Ahead that flaggers are not utilized unless unforeseen problems 
arise. We have successfully run very large events, such as Labor Day Liftoff, the Pride Festival, and 
the Pikes Peak Hillclimb, without flaggers. Additionally, having flaggers on a highway is a safety 
concern for both the personnel and the traveling public. Flaggers typically result in cars stopping to 
ask questions of the flagger instead of following the appropriate signage and continuing through the 
traffic movement. This stopping of traffic causes additional congestion and increases the chances of 
a collision. Instead, Road Work Ahead will have flaggers on call who can report to the event if 
needed.  

It is a federal offense for any member of the public to move, remove, or replace a sign. Road Work 
Ahead will be on call throughout the event to resolve unforeseen issues with the signage, such as 
extreme winds moving a sign. Road Work Ahead will respond within half an hour.  

Sincerely, 

Josh Manor 

El Paso County inquired about flaggers being used addition to signage.


